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ABSTRACT 
While current augmented reality (AR) authoring tools lower the 
technical barrier for novice AR designers, they lack explicit guid-
ance to consider potentially harmful aspects of AR with respect 
to security & privacy (S&P). To address potential threats in the 
earliest stages of AR design, we developed Reframe, a digital sto-
ryboarding tool for designers with no formal training to analyze 
S&P threats. We accomplish this through a frame-based authoring 
approach, which captures and enhances storyboard elements that 
are relevant for threat modeling, and character-driven analysis tools, 
which personify S&P threats from an underlying threat model to 
provide simple abstractions for novice AR designers. Based on eval-
uations with novice AR designers and S&P experts, we fnd that 
Reframe enables designers to analyze threats and propose mitiga-
tion techniques that experts consider good quality. We discuss how 
Reframe can facilitate collaboration between designers and S&P 
professionals and propose extensions to Reframe to incorporate 
additional threat models. 

CCS CONCEPTS 
• Human-centered computing → Interface design prototyp-
ing; Mixed / augmented reality; • Security and privacy → 
Usability in security and privacy. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
There is increased interest among interaction designers to incorpo-
rate augmented reality (AR) elements in their applications [27, 35]. 
However, transitioning to AR design comes with a high technical 
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threshold and introduces new security & privacy (S&P) threats 
due to how AR devices capture and process the users’ environ-
ments [41, 44]. To lower the barriers to entry for novice AR design-
ers, prior work contributed authoring techniques for creating 3D 
content [34, 35], implementing AR interactions [27, 28, 53], and uti-
lizing AR-specifc sensing capabilities [13, 33, 51]. However, where 
these tools fall short is raising designers’ awareness of potentially 
harmful aspects of their designs. In a separate research stream, the 
S&P community is exploring how known threats could manifest 
with more severity or in new ways with always-on AR devices. For 
example, environmental sensing techniques and subtler form fac-
tors (e.g., AR glasses) increase privacy risks for bystanders [10, 45]; 
sharing harmful AR content introduces new norms for content 
moderation and access control in virtual spaces [24, 40, 46]. 

As AR systems are increasingly developed and adopted, we en-
vision integrating threat modeling processes within AR pro-
totyping tools to accelerate Privacy by Design [6]. Threat mod-
eling is a systematic method for identifying adverse impacts of 
technologies before they arise, based on a set of critical harms to 
protect against [49]. For novice AR designers who may lack for-
mal training in S&P, we wanted to develop simpler abstractions to 
ease their understanding. We took inspiration from prior research 
on ideation cards [2, 29], design workbooks [7, 58], and privacy 
comics [52], which are strong examples of educational tools that 
promote holistic analysis of S&P threats, but are separate from 
authoring workfows. We aimed to closely couple prototyping and 
threat modeling processes by building new analysis capabilities 
directly into an early-stage AR authoring tool, enabling designers 
to rapidly iterate on safer interactions for end-users. 

To demonstrate this, we developed Reframe, an AR storyboard-
ing tool that adopts a character-driven analysis approach, per-
sonifying S&P threats to make threat modeling more accessible for 
novice AR designers. Our key idea to align authoring and threat 
analysis is a frame-based authoring technique: we frst focus de-
signers’ attention on prototyping AR interactions at a low-fdelity 
and sequencing their storyboards into a core set of application 
states. Then, in an iterative process driven by the tool, the designer 
refnes storyboard elements that are subject to potential threats. Re-
frame implements two main interventions to highlight S&P harms 
from our underlying threat model: (1) automatically inserting char-
acters in the scene to demonstrate when and where threats could 
occur (e.g., based on the user’s location and interaction modalities); 
(2) enhancing storyboards with visualizations of interaction tech-
niques and AR devices, allowing designers to simulate diferent 
environments and consider bystanders’ viewing perspectives for 
holistic threat analysis. 
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We evaluated the benefts and limitations of Reframe through a 
study with eight novice AR designers, where they recreated a previ-
ous storyboard in Reframe and used the character-driven analysis 
tools to identify threats and prototype mitigation techniques. The 
designers found value in Reframe’s combination of authoring and 
analysis tools not only for supporting threat modeling, but also for 
encouraging experimentation in AR interaction design. To further 
assess the quality of designers’ threat analyses, we conducted an 
expert review of the designers’ work with four S&P researchers. 
While the S&P experts still wanted to iterate on the novices’ propos-
als (e.g., to implement more granular controls for users and address 
more complex threats), they considered the threat modeling and 
mitigation techniques that designers produced through Reframe 
to be of good quality. 

Our key contributions are (1) the Reframe system, which im-
plements our character-driven approach to enable implicit threat 
modeling directly within a low-fdelity AR authoring tool; (2) two 
user evaluations with novice AR designers and S&P experts which 
demonstrate that Reframe can assist novice AR designers in pro-
ducing good quality threat analyses and mitigation techniques. 

2 RELATED WORK 
Our work contributes to a stream of HCI systems research studying 
non-technical AR/VR designers’ workfows [4, 22] and authoring 
techniques that make it easier to create AR/VR experiences [13, 28, 
35, 51]. We also review existing methods for educating designers 
about S&P considerations which were inspirational to us when 
developing Reframe’s character-driven analysis tools: ideation 
cards, card games, design workbooks, and privacy comics. 

2.1 AR/VR Authoring Tools 
In this section, we analyze key features of current AR/VR author-
ing tools that lower the technical barrier to entry for creating AR 
experiences. We draw on Nebeling & Speicher’s categorization of 
authoring tools according to the level of skill required from design-
ers and the level of fdelity that can be achieved [36]. 

We situate Reframe in a class of low-fdelity authoring tools 
that adapt traditional techniques from web and mobile design 
for creating 3D content and implementing AR interactions [36]. 
Prior work contributed capture techniques to translate paper pro-
totypes [35, 42] and 2D digital sketches [53] into 3D content which 
can be viewed immersively. We were particularly inspired by tools 
that enable prototyping spatial relationships in AR/VR through lay-
ered 2D or 360° images: Mental Canvas [12], 360proto [34], 360the-
ater [50], and Henrikson et al.’s cross-device storyboarding tool [19]. 
To enable prototyping user interactions without programming, 
many tools incorporate performance animation [27, 28, 57] and vi-
sual scripting techniques [60, 61]. In Reframe, we adopted timeline-
based techniques to prototype interaction techniques and changes 
in AR application states, similar to Montage [26] and DART [30]. 

To further enable non-technical designers to prototype complex 
interactions, existing tools provide simpler interfaces for utilizing 
AR/VR devices’ unique input and output capabilities. Commercial 
toolkits (e.g., Microsoft’s MRTK1) include built-in speech recogni-
tion and hand tracking models with input simulation tools for Unity 

1https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/mixed-reality/mrtk-unity/mrtk2/ 

and Unreal, enabling designers to prototype voice and gesture-based 
interactions even without access to an AR/VR device. DepthLab [13] 
contributes depth-based models for mobile AR, including physics, 
occlusion rendering, and light estimation techniques. 

In reviewing the landscape of AR authoring tools, we identify a 
lack of tool support for identifying and mitigating potentially harm-
ful aspects of interaction designs with respect to S&P. To address 
this gap, Reframe extends authoring techniques from prior work to 
provide new tools for analyzing potential harms in AR storyboards. 
To establish details about the AR user’s physical surroundings for 
analyzing context-dependent S&P threats, we created simulation 
environments depicting diferent public and private locations, in-
spired by Unity MARS2. We adapted prior work’s timeline-based 
authoring techniques [26, 30] to identify when and where in the 
usage scenario threats may occur. 

2.2 Security & Privacy Education for Designers 
Our work also builds on prior methods for teaching designers 
about S&P considerations and integrating established threat analy-
sis frameworks (e.g., threat modeling [49], privacy impact assess-
ments [59]) into designers’ workfows. In this section, we review 
four examples which were inspirational to us when developing 
Reframe: ideation cards [2, 29], card games [1, 11], design work-
books [7, 58], and privacy comics [52]. 

Ideation cards and card games. Prior S&P educational tools 
build on ideation cards, which delineate diferent dimensions of a 
problem space through text and visual examples [16]. These card 
decks can be used to informally learn about diferent S&P consid-
erations or employed in expert-facilitated workshops to educate 
designers. The Security Cards [2] stratify computer security consid-
erations into dimensions of human impact and adversaries’ motiva-
tions, methods, or resources. The Privacy Ideation Cards [29] make 
GDPR privacy and data protection regulations more accessible for 
designers. To raise awareness of diferent threats in a more engag-
ing format, ideation cards have been adapted into games such as 
Control-Alt-Hack [11] and Elevation of Privilege [1]. 

Design workbooks and privacy comics. Prior work in design 
workbooks [17] and privacy comics [62] embeds S&P considera-
tions in creativity support tools, enabling designers to learn about 
threats while actively designing. Wong et al.’s workbook of science 
fction-inspired surveillance technologies [58] and Chen et al.’s con-
cepts for preserving digital data after death [7] enable designers 
to directly compare vignettes of technology designs and refect on 
diferent stakeholders’ values to brainstorm more ethical solutions. 
PrivacyToon [52] enables designers to learn about digital privacy 
while creating their own comics, incorporating ideation cards to 
guide designers in crafting a story. 

While these examples contribute strong educational techniques 
for S&P, we wanted to integrate scafolding techniques directly 
within an AR authoring tool, in order to further reduce the skill level 
and efort for novice AR designers to operationalize S&P design 
guidelines in their prototypes. Inspired by the Control-Alt-Hack 
game [11], we developed character-driven analysis tools which 
display personifed representations of threats and text prompts to 
guide designers in brainstorming mitigation techniques. 

2https://unity.com/products/unity-mars 
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3 THREAT MODEL 
While prior work on S&P education addresses S&P issues broadly, 
we focused our investigation on a class of threats specifc to AR: 
threats involving proxemic interactions in AR. Informed by a 
review of S&P literature, we structured our threat model into fve 
classes of threats that could arise based on the AR user’s physical 
proximity to virtual objects, physical objects, and other people. 
Consider other AR users or non-users who may: 
(1) Observe the AR user to learn private information about the 

AR user or the AR app [46]; 
(2) Provide inauthentic input to the AR user’s device to make 

the AR app perform unwanted actions [44], e.g., issuing a voice 
command or gesture to quit the AR user’s app; 

(3) Create and share unwanted or harmful virtual content 
with the AR user, e.g., to disrupt the user experience or obscure 
critical content in the physical environment [24, 40, 46]; 

(4) Manipulate the confguration or appearance of the physi-
cal space to disrupt AR device tracking capabilities and degrade 
app functionality [15, 44]; 

(5) Experience privacy concerns due to the usage of the AR 
app in the same physical space, e.g., having personal informa-
tion captured by the AR user’s headset sensors [3, 10, 39] 
Our motivation for focusing on proxemic interactions in AR is 

twofold. First, leveraging proximity between people, physical, and 
virtual spaces is a popular strategy for designing both implicit and 
explicit AR interactions [5, 31], but is less common in web and 
mobile design. Thus, we focus on a class of threats specifc to AR 
interfaces that novice AR designers may be unfamiliar with. 

Second, prior work has studied S&P considerations for prox-
emic interactions in personal computing and IoT [18, 56], but these 
threats could manifest in new ways due to AR devices’ spatial and 
multimodal interactions [43, 44]. Our threat model includes a com-
bination of (1) known attacks studied through empirical studies 
(e.g., shoulder surfng [14, 47], recording bystanders without their 
consent [10, 20]); (2) threats that the S&P community anticipates 
will be more severe or novel in AR (e.g., sharing harmful AR content 
could be more distressing due to increased immersion [24, 25]). 

Our threat model does not explicitly consider traditional S&P 
issues, e.g., network security threats for AR [54], or cases where 
service providers or other AR apps are intentionally malicious 
towards the AR user [24]. Instead, Reframe enables designers to 
analyze threats where the AR user or other people act as adversaries. 

4 FORMATIVE STUDY WITH NOVICE AR 
DESIGNERS 

To inform how a traditional threat modeling process could be trans-
lated to our system, we conducted a formative study with 13 masters 
students taking an introductory course on AR/VR application de-
sign. We analyzed students’ assignment submissions where they 
directly applied a threat model from prior work [8] to identify 
threats in their own AR design concepts and brainstormed design 
revisions to mitigate the threats. This analysis informed key system 
components of Reframe: simple controls for specifying interaction 
techniques and AR modalities, types of simulation environments 
to represent popular AR usage contexts, and a range of assets for 
authoring mitigation techniques. 

4.1 Method 
We studied with masters students from a graduate-level course at 
our university on introductory AR/VR application design, where 
they previously created multiple prototypes at diferent fdelities 
for an AR interaction design project (i.e., storyboards, physical and 
digital prototypes). First, we developed a lecture and accompanying 
exercise based on traditional threat modeling [49]. A member of 
our research team delivered the one-hour lecture in the AR/VR 
course. Then, the students completed the exercise by brainstorming 
2-3 threats for each category in the threat model, specifying which 
stakeholders were harmed or caused harm and proposing ways to 
mitigate the threats through redesigning their AR interface. They 
also selected 2 threats which could be efectively mitigated through 
redesigning their AR interfaces and depicted the mitigation strategy 
through annotating images of their existing prototypes. 

Then, we invited students from the course to participate in 
our study by contributing their threat modeling exercise. With 
the 13 submissions we received, we used an afnity diagramming 
approach [48] to summarize themes in the assignment write-up: 
common AR scenarios and usage environments, how students an-
notated their prototypes to depict threats, and types of mitigation 
techniques. This analysis contributed to the design of the simulation 
environments and asset library which we built into Reframe. 

4.2 Results 
The designers explored a variety of topics in their AR projects: 
science education (P2, P4, P5), nutrition (P7, P8, P13), creativity 
support (P1, P9, P12), art and media (P6, P10, P11), and activism 
(P3). 7 out of 13 participants designed for hand-held AR and the 
remaining 6 designed for head-worn AR. We discuss two themes 
around how designers annotated their prototypes to depict threats 
and common mitigation technique proposals. 

Designers extended their prototypes with details about 
the physical context to highlight how threats could occur, 
but seldom depicted AR interactions and AR modality. P2 
drew areas of a lab environment to depict how the AR device could 
capture sensitive information displayed on computers; P3 and P10 
added obstacles to the environment to illustrate physical safety 
issues when AR content blocks the AR user’s view of their physical 
surroundings. However, we only observed limited depiction of the 
AR modality and specifc interaction techniques (e.g., using gestures 
in hand-held AR), which could provide important context for brain-
storming threats related to AR input and output techniques [8]. 

Designers relied on familiar S&P interfaces to mitigate 
potential threats. Our designers typically resorted to established 
S&P techniques such as warnings (P1, P3, P6, P9-10), user authenti-
cation (P4-5, P8-9, P11), notice and consent (P3, P8), and interfaces 
to inform users about S&P issues (P4, P9-10). Most designers pro-
totyped these interfaces following WIMP-style interaction design 
(windows, icons, mouse, pointer), e.g., a screen-based overlay for 
authenticating users on hand-held AR. They also proposed more 
AR-specifc techniques, e.g., obfuscating bystanders to preserve 
their privacy (P2-3, P11-12) and placing fducial markers in the 
physical environment to indicate sensitive areas where AR should 
not be used (P2). 
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5 REQUIREMENTS 
Guided by our formative study and review of S&P concerns for 
AR, we identifed four requirements to integrate an implicit threat 
modeling process within Reframe: 

R1: Simulating diferent AR usage environments. Designers 
relied on and extended their illustrations of the physical environ-
ment to brainstorm context-dependent S&P needs [37]. In Reframe, 
we enable designers to easily simulate the AR usage context through 
authoring storyboards on top of 2.5D environments, based on pop-
ular public and private locations from our formative study. We also 
facilitate switching between environments, to encourage designers 
to brainstorm beyond the boundaries of traditional storyboards 
when analyzing potential threats. 

R2: Supporting rapid prototyping of AR interaction tech-
niques and modalities. Some classes of S&P threats require a 
strong understanding of AR interaction techniques and difer based 
on AR modality (e.g., more information can be discerned from mid-
air gestures for head-worn AR as compared to subtler on-screen 
gestures for hand-held AR). In Reframe, we provide simple controls 
for specifying interaction modalities and AR devices not only to 
facilitate rapid prototyping, but also to encourage designers to ex-
periment with AR-specifc and multimodal interactions. Reframe 
generates corresponding visualizations to make the interaction 
techniques more visible to designers for threat analysis. 

R3: Highlighting proxemic interactions between AR users, 
non-users, and the physical & virtual spaces. As established in 
our threat model, many AR S&P threats involve proxemic interac-
tions between people and the physical/virtual spaces (e.g., shoulder 
surfng attacks, passive capture of bystanders). To help novice AR 
designers understand these threats, Reframe implements a frame-
based authoring approach where designers can specify a sequence 
of AR application states saved with the user’s location in the scene. 
This enables “playing through” the frames to view how the AR 
user’s interactions overlap with physical objects and people. 

R4: Providing abstractions for understanding threat mod-

els and support for brainstorming solutions. Designers in our 
formative study were trained through a one-hour lecture on AR 
S&P considerations; however, we aimed to enable them to conduct 
threat modeling with no formal training. To provide simpler ab-
stractions for understanding AR-specifc threats, we implemented 
a character-driven analysis approach within Reframe that displays 
personifed representations of threats and analysis prompts to sup-
port designers in brainstorming mitigation techniques. 

6 REFRAME SYSTEM 
In this section, we introduce Reframe, an AR storyboarding tool 
that promotes the design of safer end-user interactions by making 
threat modeling more accessible to novice AR designers. We frst 
present a system walkthrough inspired by an example from our for-
mative study with novice AR designers (Sec. 4). Then, we introduce 
two system concepts at the core of Reframe: (1) a frame-based 
authoring approach that captures and enhances storyboard ele-
ments which are relevant for threat modeling; (2) character-driven 
analysis tools that provide abstractions for understanding S&P 
issues by personifying classes of threats in our underlying threat 
model (Sec. 3). 

6.1 System Walkthrough 
Figure 1 shows an overview of Reframe’s user interface. The sys-
tem enables two main processes: (1) authoring storyboards of AR 
experiences in a 2.5D environment; (2) analyzing potential S&P 
threats in the design concept through character-driven tools. In 
our system walkthrough, a novice AR designer wants to create a 
head-worn AR app to educate users about historical landmarks as 
they walk through the city. We describe how Reframe not only 
allows them to rapidly create an AR interaction design, but also to 
consider S&P concerns as they use more features of our system. 

Using Reframe’s visual editor, the designer frst selects a 2.5D 
simulation environment of an outdoor street to integrate con-
textual details about the AR user’s physical surroundings (Fig. 1A). 
They author the scene in 2.5D on top of the simulation environ-
ment by adding physical and virtual content from the asset 
library (Fig. 1B), including AR avatars to greet new visitors and 
text interfaces to list facts about the city. 

Next, the designer structures the storyboard into frames, 
which represent key AR application states saved with a 3D loca-
tion in the simulation environment (Fig. 1C). For each frame, they 
specify a caption, AR interaction techniques, and the visibility of 
scene assets. Using Reframe’s playback controls (Fig. 1D), they can 
“play through” the frames, simulating either hand-held or head-
worn AR. Reframe generates camera animations to show the AR 
user’s motion through physical space and visualizations to demon-
strate the interaction techniques (e.g., a pointing fnger for gestures, 
speech bubble with customizable text for voice commands). 

After authoring the storyboard, the designer uses Reframe’s as-
sisted analysis mode to help them anticipate and address potential 
threats. Reframe automatically inserts bystander and adversary 
characters into the scene and shows analysis prompts to guide 
the designer in brainstorming mitigation techniques (Fig. 1E). For 
example, Reframe displays the Grafti Spammer who inserts AR 
spam content, prompting the designer to consider techniques for 
access control and content moderation in AR. The designer also 
jumps into characters’ perspectives in the 2.5D scene to ob-
serve the AR interactions from a third-person viewpoint. 

While brainstorming solutions to address the threats illustrated 
by the characters and prompts, the designer captures their anal-
ysis process via Reframe’s screen and audio recording tools 
(Fig. 1F). They can review their analysis at a later time, using video 
checkpoints to revisit when each character was analyzed. To fur-
ther explore design considerations and threats that that could occur 
in other contexts, they can switch simulation environments and 
visualize the AR experience using a diferent AR modality. 

6.2 Frame-based Authoring of AR Storyboards 
Our goal with Reframe was to closely align designers’ authoring 
and threat modeling processes, to enable them to rapidly iterate on 
their storyboards and prototype safer interactions for their specifc 
AR application scenario. This presented an interesting challenge of 
how to structure storyboards into building blocks that are meaning-
ful both for interaction design and threat modeling (i.e., scafolding 
designers’ analysis by highlighting S&P threats at various appli-
cation states). We wanted to make the threat modeling process a 
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Figure 1: Overview of Reframe system. Reframe’s user interface consists of a scene view, where designers can both author 
and preview their storyboards, and side panels containing prototyping & analysis tools. To create storyboards, designers can 
(A) select an environment representing a public or private usage context, (B) author physical or digital content on top of the 
environment via the asset library, and (C) prototype AR application states through sequence of frames. Designers can preview 
frames through the playback interface (D); Reframe generates camera animations to simulate states and visualizations of the 
interaction techniques specifed for each frame. Reframe’s character-driven analysis tools (E) support novice AR designers’ 
threat modeling process by inserting personifed representations of S&P threats and analysis prompts to brainstorm mitigation 
techniques. Finally, designers can review their character-driven threat modeling via screen & audio recording tools (F). 

“side efect” of storyboarding, putting it in the background while 
frst focusing designers’ attention on prototyping interactions. 

To enable this, we implemented a frame-based authoring ap-
proach. We extend principles from traditional 2D storyboards, 
which are typically composed as series of images that depict users’ 
key interactions with an application. Through the frames inter-
face (Fig. 1C), we elicit the following information from designers 
and make it available to Reframe in the frame’s metadata: a text-
based caption, the 3D transform representing the user’s location 
with respect to other elements in the scene, a set of interaction 
techniques available to the AR user, and the visibility of scene 
elements. Capturing this metadata serves a dual purpose: (1) forc-
ing designers to make concrete choices by specifying the contextual 
situation and the employed interaction modalities; (2) providing 
key information for threat modeling, enabling Reframe to confront 
designers with potential S&P threats (discussed in Sec. 6.3). 

Next, we introduce Reframe’s authoring features that build on 
the concept of frames: simulation environments, the asset library, 
and visualizations for AR devices and interaction techniques. 

Simulating the AR usage context through diferent envi-
ronments (R1). Reframe allows designers to author storyboard 
content on top of fve simulation environments (Fig. 1A). This 
enables easily integrating details about the AR user’s physical sur-
roundings, which provides a basis for analyzing context-dependent 

S&P issues. These environments depict a range of public and pri-
vate locations (outdoor street, home, park, classroom, and factory) 
and were informed by examples from our initial study with 13 AR 
designers and inspired by Unity MARS3. 

We implemented the environments in 2.5D using textured planes 
placed in 3D space (inspired by Mental Canvas [12], which simulates 
3D scenes by placing 2D sketches at various depths and projection 
angles). This was to leverage novice AR designers’ familiarity with 
storyboarding in 2D [19, 35]. We designed the environments such 
that semantically similar elements (e.g., furniture and plants) remain 
at roughly the same location in each environment. This enables 
designers to test their storyboards in diferent environment without 
needing to signifcantly modify asset placement. 

When the designer creates a new frame, the 3D transform of the 
scene camera is recorded in the frame’s metadata (Fig. 2b). This en-
ables “playing through” the sequence of frames (Fig. 1C), using 
camera animations to simulate how the AR user moves throughout 
the physical environment and interacts with AR content, inspired 
by Mental Canvas [12]. Reframe’s playthrough functionality fur-
ther enables the character-driven tools for analyzing S&P threats 
(discussed later in Sec. 6.3), as it allows designers to revisit when 
and where potential threats could occur in the storyboard. 

3https://unity.com/products/unity-mars 

https://3https://unity.com/products/unity-mars
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a) Specifying visibility of scene elements b) Recording 3D transform of the user

Figure 2: Frame-based authoring. Reframe enables designers 
to prototype AR application states via frames, by specifying a 
text-based caption and set of interaction techniques available 
to the AR user. (a) Designers can toggle the visibility of scene 
elements to demonstrate changes in the physical or virtual 
spaces. (b) Reframe implicitly records the 3D transform 
of the user for each frame, enabling “playing through” the 
frames to visualize how the AR user navigates through the 
environment while interacting with AR content. 

Adding physical and virtual content through the asset 
library (R2). To facilitate rapid prototyping of AR experiences, Re-
frame provides an asset library (Fig. 1B) informed by our formative 
study with novice AR designers (Sec. 4). The library includes visual 
representations of AR-specifc input and output capabilities (e.g., 
fducial markers and spatial sound), customizable text interfaces 
(e.g., notifcations, yes/no interfaces), and categories of content 
related to the simulation environments (e.g., furniture, education 
and work). Designers can add assets to either the physical or virtual 
space; physical content is colored in light gray and AR content is 
colored in blue. Reframe also enables sketching custom assets or 
placing sticky notes as placeholders for other assets. 

Building on the concept of frames, Reframe enables designers 
to specify the visibility of scene elements for each frame to 
illustrate the progression of AR application states (Fig. 2a), e.g., new 
AR content appearing when the user performs a gesture. 

Specifying frame-based interactions and device simula-

tion (R2, R3). Designers can prototype how users interact with AR 
content by selecting a set of interaction techniques for each 
frame (including gestures, voice commands, location-based interac-
tion, and object detection). We provided a simple checklist interface 
to specify interactions (Fig. 2) for two main reasons. First, we could 
highlight a range of possible interaction techniques to support 
novice AR designers’ creativity (i.e., encouraging experimentation 
with AR-specifc input modalities and multimodal interactions). 

Second, we could use designers’ selections of interactions to 
enhance storyboards with visual representations of interaction 
techniques and AR modality, simulating either hand-held or 

head-worn AR (Fig. 3). These visualizations are intended to help 
designers envision how the AR interaction space overlaps with the 
physical environment to brainstorm how threats from our threat 
model could manifest (e.g., how adversaries could learn sensitive 
information by observing the AR user’s interactions). Similarly, 
we aimed for the AR device visualizations to elicit diferent S&P 
considerations (e.g., on-screen gestures for hand-held AR are subtler 
than mid-air gestures for AR HMDs, which could impact bystanders’ 
awareness). 

a) Gesture 
(head-worn AR, 1st-person)

b) Voice command 
(hand-held AR, 1st-person)

c) Proximity 
(head-worn AR, 3rd-person)

d) Object detection 
(hand-held AR, 3rd-person)

Select

a) Gesture 
(head-worn AR, 1st-person)

b) Voice command 
(hand-held AR, 1st-person)

c) Proximity 
(head-worn AR, 3rd-person)

d) Object detection 
(hand-held AR, 3rd-person)

Select

Figure 3: AR Devices and Interaction Visualizations. Re-
frame generates visualizations to help designers envision 
how the AR interaction space overlaps with the physical en-
vironment. For the 1st-person view, we display overlays for 
head-worn AR (a) and hand-held AR (b). When viewing from 
a 3rd-person perspective, we show an avatar of the AR user 
wearing a headset (c) or holding a phone (d). We illustrate 
interactions with a pointing hand for gestures (a), speech 
bubble with customizable text for voice commands (b), radar 
visualization for proxemic interaction (c), and mesh visual-
ization for object detection (d). 

6.3 Character-Driven Analysis of S&P Threats 
A key challenge with integrating our threat model (Sec. 3) into 
Reframe was providing simpler abstractions for novice AR design-
ers to understand technical concepts and making subtler threats 
more visible. Inspired by prior work in S&P ideation cards and 
games [2, 11], we adopted a character-driven analysis approach 
to provide concrete, personifed representations of each threat and 
depict adversaries’ abilities in a consistent way. We created nine 
characters (Fig. 4) that address the fve classes of our threat model: 
adversaries (Eavesdropper, Voice & Gesture Hijackers, Grafti Spam-
mer, and Environment Manipulator) and bystanders (adult, child, 
hand-held & head-worn AR users). 

Our character illustrations provide visual cues for novice AR de-
signers to understand S&P threats; this personifcation is not meant 
to be interpreted literally, but rather to provide a concrete and 
provocative explanation of the threat. In designing these characters, 
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Description Observes the AR user in the 
physical space to learn 
private info about the 
virtual space

Mimic the AR user’s input in the 
physical space to make the AR 
app perform unwanted actions in 
the virtual space

Places unwanted virtual 
content in the physical 
space

Changes the physical 
space to manipulate app 
functionality in the virtual 
space

Shares the physical space with the AR user; could be captured 
by the AR device and represented in the virtual space

Analysis 
prompt

How could your app prevent 
others from learning 
sensitive info about the AR 
content or the AR user?

How could your app make sure 
that the AR content is only 
manipulated by authorized AR 
user(s)?

How could your app 
control who can create 
and share virtual content 
with the AR user?

How could your app still 
function with unforeseen 
changes to the physical 
environment?

How could your app minimize the info captured about 
bystanders and/or increase their awareness?

Eavesdropper Voice & Gesture Hijackers Graffiti Spammer Environment Manipulator Bystanders (adult, child, hand-held & headworn AR users)

Description Observes the AR user while 
using proximity interaction, 
to learn private info

Mimic the AR user’s voice 
commands or gestures to make 
the AR app perform unwanted 
actions

Places unwanted virtual 
content in the physical 
environment

Swaps physical objects in 
the environment when the 
AR app is using object 
detection

Represent other people who may be co-located in the same 
physical space where the user is using the AR app

Figure 4: Characters and Analysis Prompts. Reframe implements nine adversary and bystander characters depicting various 
S&P concerns based on our threat model for proxemic interactions in AR (Sec. 3). In assisted analysis mode, adversary 
characters (shown in red) are automatically added to the scene and displayed during frames when the AR user is using a 
particular interaction technique (e.g., the Environment Manipulator is linked to object detection). Bystander characters (shown 
in blue) are persistent in the scene to encourage designers to consider risks to bystander privacy throughout the entire AR usage 
scenario. Reframe displays text prompts for each character to summarize the threat and hint towards a potential solution. 

we referred to prior work studying laypersons’ visual representa-
tions and mental models of S&P harms [38]. For example, we slightly 
exaggerated adversary characters’ features (e.g., eyes, hands) and 
incorporated familiar objects as metaphors for explaining threats 
(e.g., grafti to represent unwanted virtual content). 

We also created analysis prompts corresponding to each 
character that hint towards design solutions to mitigate the S&P 
threats (Fig. 4), e.g., designers are encouraged to think about access 
control and content moderation for the Grafti Spammer. 

Next, we detail Reframe’s built-in threat modeling features that 
incorporate the characters and extend the frame-based authoring 
approach: threat analysis modes and recording tools. 

Analyzing S&P threats through automatically-inserted 
characters; answering prompts hinting at mitigation strate-
gies; switching into characters’ perspectives (R4). To opera-
tionalize the character-driven threat analysis approach in Reframe, 
we developed two analysis modes. In manual mode, the designer 
decides when and where to add characters for analysis. In assisted 
mode, characters are automatically added to the scene and displayed 
based on the interaction techniques recorded in the current frame’s 
metadata (e.g., Voice Hijacker is shown for voice commands). Re-
frame also displays corresponding analysis prompts to support 
designers in brainstorming mitigation techniques (Fig. 1D). Design-
ers can indicate which characters and prompts they addressed in 
their analysis through the checklist interface. Reframe also enables 
creating custom characters by specifying a name and choosing 
an avatar representation from our existing character set. 

Designers can play through frames in 1st-person perspective 
from the AR user’s viewpoint or in 3rd-person perspective from 
other characters’ viewpoints (Fig. 5), which we implemented 
by creating new cameras at each characters’ location in the scene. 
This allows designers to gain a broader view of the interaction area 
and brainstorm how the AR user’s interactions may be perceived 
or exploited by others who are co-located in the same space. 

The most 
memorable part 
of the tour was…

a) First-person perspective of 
AR User

b) Third-person perspective of 
Eavesdropper character

The most 
memorable part 
of the tour was…

Figure 5: Character Perspectives. Designers can analyze AR 
interactions and related S&P threats (a) from the frst-person 
perspective of the AR user or (b) from the third-person per-
spective of any bystander / adversary characters in the scene. 

Capturing and reviewing the analysis process with screen 
and audio recording tools (R4). Reframe ofers record-and-replay 
tools to enable designers to review threats and mitigation strate-
gies that they brainstormed during the analysis process (Fig. 1E). 
When designers start a recording session, Reframe generates video 
checkpoints for each frame: (1) when each character is added to 
the scene (either manually or automatically), and (2) when prompts 
are checked of by the designer to indicate a completed analysis 
of that character. These checkpoints enable designers to jump to 
specifc timestamps when replaying the video. Reframe also sup-
ports generating a static storyboard with snapshots of each frame 
to capture the digital, 2.5D scene in a traditional storyboard format. 

6.4 Implementation 
We implemented Reframe as a web-based editor using A-Frame4, 
a declarative framework for developing WebXR experiences on 
top of THREE.js (a WebGL library for rendering 3D content in 

4https://aframe.io/ 

https://4https://aframe.io
https://THREE.js
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the browser). We used open-source A-Frame components for an-
imation, wasd-controls and look-controls for navigation in the 
scene, and super-hands for dragging and dropping entities. We 
utilized the HTML5 Canvas API5 for sketching, WebMedia API6 

for the analysis recording tools and Google Firebase7 for stor-
ing and loading storyboards and analysis recordings. More in-
formation on Reframe and the source code is available at https: 
//www.mi2lab.com/research/reframe/. 

7 USER STUDY WITH NOVICE AR DESIGNERS 
Figure 6 shows an overview of our two summative system evalua-
tions. The frst was a user study with novice AR designers who 
previously created a storyboard of an AR experience. Our goals were 
to investigate how designers’ AR design concepts would evolve 
when using Reframe to recreate and analyze their storyboards, 
and understand benefts and limitations of the system for threat 
modeling and prototyping mitigation techniques. The output of this 
user study (i.e., the designers’ storyboards and analysis recordings) 
were used as input for our second study with S&P experts, who 
assessed the quality of the novice AR designers’ threat modeling 
and mitigation techniques as enabled by Reframe (Sec. 8). 

7.1 Method 
Using university mailing lists, we recruited current or recently grad-
uated masters students who had previously created a storyboard 
for an AR interaction design. We selected eight designers (5 female, 
3 male, average age = 26.4 years) who reported having one year 
or less experience designing AR interfaces. They also had limited 
training on S&P topics: 7 designers participated in one-time lec-
tures or training sessions for internships (P1-5, P7-8) and 1 of these 
designers took a course in privacy in information technology (P7). 

The designers participated in three tasks: (1) recreating their pre-
vious storyboard using Reframe, (2) identifying potential threats 
in their design concepts using Reframe’s character-driven analysis 
tools, and (3) revising their AR storyboards to prototype mitigation 
techniques for the two threats. Each individual study session was 
conducted in 1 hr remotely over Zoom. Participants were compen-
sated with a $25 USD giftcard for their time. 

Task 1: Recreating an AR storyboard using Reframe’s edit-
ing tools. A member of our research team introduced Reframe’s 
authoring features through a training video and guided the designer 
to recreate an existing storyboard which they brought to the study. 
We instructed the designers to think aloud to describe their pro-
totyping process (i.e., selecting simulation environments, adding 
assets to the scene, and specifying frames with interaction tech-
niques). After the task, designers discussed which parts of the task 
were easy and challenging to complete. We saved the storyboard 
for use in our following study with S&P experts (Sec. 8). 

Task 2: Implicit threat modeling using Reframe’s anal-
ysis tools. Next, we introduced Reframe’s analysis features and 
guided the designers in playing through their storyboards in as-
sisted mode, where characters are automatically inserted into the 
scene to encourage consideration of S&P threats from our threat 

5https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/API/Canvas_API 
6https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/Media 
7https://frebase.google.com/ 

model (Sec. 3), guided by analysis prompts. We instructed the de-
signers to think aloud to analyze threats which could arise with 
least one bystander and one adversary character. Designers also 
created one custom character representing another individual who 
may be present in the usage scenario and jumped into characters’ 
perspectives to experience the storyboard from their point of view. 
We collected screen and audio recordings of the analysis sessions 
using Reframe’s record-and-replay tools. 

We did not compare designers’ use of manual and assisted anal-
ysis mode in our study; this as an avenue for future work. 

Task 3: Revising the storyboard to prototype mitigation 
techniques. In the fnal task, the designers described two threats 
which they felt were the most important to mitigate for their specifc 
use case. We encouraged them to revisit their analysis using the 
recording checkpoints generated in the previous task. Then, they 
revised their storyboard to prototype mitigation techniques for the 
two threats they selected, using any of Reframe’s editing features 
(i.e, the asset library, sticky note and sketching features). We again 
recorded the prototyping session and saved the revised scene, for 
use in our follow-up expert evaluation. 

Debrief. We concluded the study with a discussion around how 
the participants’ design concepts evolved through using Reframe 
and which system features, if any, were the most useful for brain-
storming and mitigating threats, respectively. We also discussed 
pros and cons of using Reframe for storyboarding AR experiences. 

We used an afnity diagramming approach [48] to analyze themes 
in the designers’ prototyping processes and post-task discussions. 
One author extracted observations for each designer by review-
ing the video transcripts, then all three authors summarized and 
voted on themes across all participants. We categorized the types 
of mitigation techniques proposed for each character and summa-
rized common prototyping strategies (e.g., introducing multimodal 
interactions or additional application states). 

7.2 Results 
All designers were able to recreate their original storyboards using 
Reframe within the given timeframe of 30 minutes. The Appendix 
shows an overview of the designers’ AR project topics, choice of 
AR modality and simulation environments. They explored a variety 
of interaction design topics: educational apps (D1-2), games and 
entertainment (D3-4, D8), a navigation system for lunar missions 
(D5), and a tutorial system for physical tasks (D7). Five designers 
designed for hand-held AR (D1, D3-4, D6, D8) and three designed 
for head-worn AR (D2, D5, D7). 

In the rest of this section, we discuss fve themes related to the 
designers’ experience of using Reframe to author storyboards, 
analyze potential threats through the character-driven analysis 
tools, and prototype mitigation techniques. 

Supporting efciency and experimentation in storytelling. 
From an authoring standpoint, designers reported a main bene-
ft of Reframe is enabling “fast and consistent storytelling” (D2) 
through the interaction checklist and device simulation features 
which simplify repetitive actions from traditional storyboarding, 
e.g., hand-drawing the AR device (D1-3, D7-8). D1 expressed that 
there is “a lot more freedom to experiment with your storyboard, 

https://www.mi2lab.com/research/reframe/
https://www.mi2lab.com/research/reframe/
https://7https://firebase.google.com
https://6https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/Media
https://5https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/API/Canvas_API
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storyboard recreated 
in Reframe

screen recording of 
threat analysis

screen recording of 
storyboard revisions

Task 1: Recreating an AR 
storyboard using Reframe’s 

editing tools (30 min)

Task 2: Identifying threats using 
Reframe’s character-driven 

analysis tools (15 min)

Task 3: Revising the storyboard to 
prototype mitigation techniques 

(10 min)

Debrief 
(5 min)

Study #1 with Novice AR Designers

Task 1: Recreating an AR storyboard 
using Reframe’s editing tools

● Describe the AR project’s motivation and 
target users

● Prototype the key storyboard 
interactions in Reframe by selecting a 
simulation environment, adding physical 
/ virtual content, specifying frames

Task 2: Identifying interpersonal harms 
using Reframe’s analysis tools

Task 3: Revising the storyboard to 
prototype mitigation strategies

Debrief

● Play the storyboard using Reframe’s 
assisted mode, brainstorm threats and 
mitigation strategies for at least 2 
characters inserted in the scene 

● Add and discuss 1 custom character who 
could be present in the scenario

● Select 2 threats from Task 2 which are 
the most important to address, 
considering the usage scenario

● Prototype mitigation strategies for the 2 
threats using any of Reframe’s editing 
features

● Discuss how the AR design concept 
evolved through using Reframe and 
which features, if any, were useful for 
brainstorming and mitigating threats

● Discuss pros and cons of using Reframe 
for storyboarding AR experiences

Study #1 with Novice AR Designers

Task 1: Recreating an AR storyboard 
using Reframe’s editing tools

● Describe the AR project’s motivation and 
target users

● Prototype the key storyboard 
interactions in Reframe by selecting a 
simulation environment, adding physical 
/ virtual content, specifying frames

Task 2: Identifying interpersonal harms 
using Reframe’s analysis tools

Task 3: Revising the storyboard to 
prototype mitigation strategies

Debrief

● Play the storyboard using Reframe’s 
assisted mode, brainstorm threats and 
mitigation strategies for at least 2 
characters inserted in the scene 

● Add and discuss 1 custom character who 
could be present in the scenario

● Select 2 threats from Task 2 which are 
the most important to address, 
considering the usage scenario

● Prototype mitigation strategies for the 2 
threats using any of Reframe’s editing 
features

● Discuss how the AR design concept 
evolved through using Reframe and 
which features, if any, were useful for 
brainstorming and mitigating threats

● Discuss pros and cons of using Reframe 
for storyboarding AR experiences

Study #2 with Security & Privacy Experts

Task 1: Conducting threat 
modeling on designer’s storyboard 

(15 min)

Task 2: Reviewing designer’s 
threat analysis using Reframe’s 

recording tools (15 min)

Task 3: Reviewing designer’s 
prototypes of mitigation 

techniques (15 min)

Debrief 
(5 min)

Tasks 1-3 repeated for 2 different designers

Study #2 with Security & Privacy Experts

Figure 6: User studies with novice AR designers and S&P experts. In our frst user study with 8 novice AR designers, we explored 
how their design concepts evolved through using Reframe’s authoring tools to recreate a previous storyboard and analyzing 
their storyboards via the character-driven analysis tools. They also prototyped mitigation techniques for 2 threats that they 
considered the most important to address. Using the designers’ output as input to our study with 4 S&P experts, we investigated 
experts’ perception of the quality of the designers’ Reframe-supported analyses and mitigation techniques. 

and you don’t feel quite as locked in” compared to traditional story-
boarding. “I was more willing to play with diferent options since I 
didn’t have to draw everything.” (D1). 

Usability challenges compared to traditional storyboard-
ing. Designers perceived the main drawbacks of Reframe to be 
usability related, as they sometimes struggled to scale and place con-
tent accurately in the environment (D1-2, D4, D8); they suggested 
extending the system’s authoring features to allow for more precise 
transform editing similar to commercial tools like Unity. A few 
designers felt that digital tools like Reframe could have a higher 
barrier to entry than traditional storyboarding (D3-5), “whereas 
anybody can use a pen and create a sketch” (D3). 

Simulation environments enhanced threat analysis by 
demonstrating how the AR user interacts in the space. 7 out of 
8 designers reported that their interaction design and consideration 
of threats improved as a result of prototyping in a 2.5D simulation 
environment as opposed to a static, 2D storyboard (D2-8). D2 ex-
pressed that ‘telling the story in a space” helped them to “think 
of more ideas about privacy & security and how we can interact 
with the space.” In particular, we observed participants using the 
simulation environments and character perspectives to analyze 
threats to bystander privacy. When viewing the hand-held AR user 
from a third-person perspective, D1 commented that “it doesn’t 
look like any sort of data is being collected” and that bystanders 
might be more aware if the user was wearing a headset. 

Characters and prompts provide efective scafolding for 
brainstorming threats, but could pose challenges for brand-
new design concepts. All designers reported that the characters 
and analysis prompts were valuable for brainstorming threats which 
are difcult to recognize when storyboarding with pen and paper. 
D6 expressed that the assisted analysis mode “forces [them] to think 
even beyond what’s given” in the storyboard to determine “what 
could distract the system from focusing on the user.” As D3 stated, 

“characters that were behaving themselves, doing unexpected things 
really replicates the fact that when you’re using AR in the real world, 
there are things out of your control.” 

D6 expressed that Reframe is “defnitely a good system for 
feshed out ideas” where they had previously thought about dif-
ferent steps in the usage scenario. However, they anticipated chal-
lenges “coming in with a fresh idea” as it could be overwhelming to 
manage the threat analysis and interaction design simultaneously. 

Designers’ mitigation techniques introduced multimodal 
interactions or additional application states. Figure 7 shows 
four examples of mitigation techniques which the designers proto-
typed to address the most important threats from their character-
driven analysis. All designers prototyped new application states to 
mitigate S&P threats: startup procedures to authenticate the AR 
user (D6-7) or specify tracked areas of the physical environment 
(D2-3), notifying the user when bystanders or potential adversaries 
are nearby (D1, D5, D8). A common strategy was making input or 
output techniques increasingly multimodal to address S&P goals: 
D4 combined gesture and proximity to prevent gesture hijacking 
(Fig. 7c); D3 extended text instructions with spatial audio to notify 
bystanders about environmental sensing (Fig 7b). 

8 EXPERT REVIEW OF DESIGNERS’ 
MITIGATION TECHNIQUES 

To assess the quality of threat modeling and mitigation techniques 
enabled by Reframe, we conducted a second study with security 
& privacy experts (Figure 6). In this study, we asked the experts to 
review the novice AR designers’ storyboards created with Reframe; 
we aimed to understand the benefts and limitations of using our 
character-driven approach for analysis and our authoring tools to 
implement mitigation techniques from the experts’ perspectives. 
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Limiting the physical area captured 
by the AR device (D2)

a) Protecting Bystander’s privacy b) Mitigating Environment Manipulation c) Preventing Gesture Hijacking d) Preventing Voice Hijacking

Specifying physical objects used by 
the AR game to minimize effects of 

changes to the space (D3)

Using multimodal techniques 
(gesture & location-based 

interaction) (D4)

Using voice recognition and 
notifying the user of hijacking 

attempts (D8)

Figure 7: Examples of mitigation techniques. (a) D2 proposed allowing the AR user to specify areas of the physical environment 
where the AR device is allowed to capture, to minimize information captured about bystanders. (b) To prevent object detection 
from malfunctioning if an adversary introduces new objects in the physical environment, D3 proposed specifying objects 
which the AR app will track in the game. (c) D4 introduced a multimodal technique combining gestures with location-based 
interaction to prevent gesture hijacking. (d) To prevent voice hijacking, D8 envisioned using voice recognition and prototyped 
a notifcation interface shown to the user when an unauthorized user’s voice is detected. 

8.1 Method 
We identifed and emailed researchers active in S&P communities 
within the CHI, SOUPS, and USENIX conferences who had at least 
one frst-authored publication or at least two years of PhD-level 
research on related topics. Four experts participated in our study 
(1 female, 3 male, average age of 27.5 years). Three out of four 
experts also had 1-2 years of AR development experience for both 
hand-held and head-worn AR (experts E2–E4). E1 had previously 
used AR apps and conducted research on VR authoring tools, but 
had not developed AR apps before. 

We randomly assigned each expert the work of two AR designers 
to review. The study consisted of three tasks, which we repeated 
for both designers: (1) conducting an explicit threat modeling exer-
cise based on the designers’ Reframe storyboards, (2) reviewing 
the quality of designers’ implicit threat modeling supported by Re-
frame’s analysis tools, and (3) reviewing the quality of designers’ 
mitigation techniques. We conducted 1.5 hr study sessions remotely 
over Zoom, compensating participants with a $50 USD giftcard. 

Task 1: Performing threat modeling on designers’ Re-
frame storyboards. Using Reframe, the S&P experts frst re-
viewed the storyboards from Task 1 of our AR designer study and 
summarized the key interactions. To establish a baseline threat 
modeling of the designers’ storyboards, the experts brainstormed 
1-2 threats for each class of our threat model. This enabled us to 
compare the experts’ threat modeling to the novice AR designers’ 
implicit analysis using Reframe’s character-driven analysis tools. 

Task 2: Reviewing designers’ threat analysis. The goal of the 
second task was to elicit the S&P expert’s quality assessment of the 
designers’ threat modeling. First, the experts watched a video to get 
an overview of Reframe’s character-driven analysis tools. Then, 
using Reframe’s record-and-replay tools, they reviewed the screen 
and audio recordings of the designers’ analysis of two threats from 
the previous study. For each threat, the experts rated the quality 
of the analysis on a scale from 1-5 (1 = Poor, 5 = Excellent) and 
discussed the rationale for the rating. We did not impose a defnition 
for the quality of threat modeling; instead, our goal was to elicit 
quality metrics from the experts. 

Task 3: Reviewing designers’ mitigation techniques. Follow-
ing the same procedure as Task 2, the experts reviewed recordings 
of the designers’ process of prototyping mitigation techniques (for 
the same two threats discussed in the previous task). They rated 
the quality of the mitigation techniques on a scale from 1-5 (1 = 
Poor, 5 = Excellent) and explained their rationale. 

Debrief. After completing Tasks 1-3 for two diferent designers, 
we concluded with a semi-structured interview portion to discuss 
the pros and cons of using Reframe to brainstorm threats and 
prototype mitigation techniques. 

We used the same afnity diagramming analysis approach [48] 
as in the previous study (Sec 7.1). We summarized themes in the 
experts’ threat modeling as compared to the designers’ analysis 
using Reframe (Task 1), the experts’ rationale for assigning specifc 
quality ratings (Tasks 2 & 3) and the pros and cons of Reframe. 

8.2 Results 
We identifed three themes around the experts’ perception of the 
quality of designers’ threat analysis and mitigation strategies. We 
also discuss the benefts and limitations of Reframe that the experts 
identifed for supporting threat modeling. 

Experts found novice designer’s threat modeling with Re-
frame to be of good quality. The experts rated the quality of the 
designers’ threat modeling favorably (average of 3.91/5, range of 
2-5) based on the similarity to their own analysis (i.e., assigning a 
higher score if the designer suggested a threat which the expert did 
not consider and vice versa). They assigned higher ratings when 
designers “fully thought about the type of information that can be 
captured” (E1) and brainstormed holistically about how the AR app 
is perceived from diferent stakeholders’ viewpoints (E1, E4). Re-
frame supports designers in this regard by providing “interactive 
checkboxes which list out all the factors to consider” for interaction 
modalities and enabling designers to view the scene from diferent 
characters’ perspectives (E1). 

Characters and environments are valuable for concretizing 
threat modeling, but require making assumptions about real-
world scenarios. Overall, the experts reported that Reframe’s 
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character-driven approach is promising for supporting novice AR 
designers in identifying harms from our threat model. E1 expressed 
that “when you’re so focused on building,” potential threats can 
”fall under the cracks” and it can be “so easy to miss these threats 
even for people who consider themselves experts.” Similarly to the 
AR designers, E3 suggested that the 2.5D environments and frame-
based authoring enhanced the character-driven analysis: “you have 
a timeframe and you have a physical path... this provides more 
detail than just brainstorming with sticky notes.” 

However, some experts anticipated that with lower-fdelity de-
pictions of the physical environment and AR interactions, some 
“security needs might be under assumption” (E4), e.g., assuming all 
adversaries are located within the scene. E3 and E4 suggested that 
analyzing threats with respect to more realistic representations of 
real-world use cases may elicit diferent S&P properties to protect. 

Designers proposed base mitigation techniques of good 
quality; S&P experts considered more ways a threat can man-

ifest. The experts also rated the designers’ mitigation techniques 
as good quality (average of 3.97/5, range of 3-5). They favored miti-
gation techniques that provided granular controls with “diferent 
degrees of restriction” to preserve privacy (E1), e.g., multiple levels 
of access control for viewing, editing, and sharing AR content (D4). 
Consequently, the experts assigned lower ratings for techniques 
that provided only “black and white” controls (E2). For example, 
E2 critiqued D2’s proposal of muting the AR user’s microphone 
when bystanders are nearby, since this privacy-preserving measure 
completely limits the use of voice-based interaction. 

All experts wanted the designers to push mitigation techniques 
further to cover complex variations of the threats, e.g., considering 
the next generation of AR devices, multiple types of harmful input 
and output (E1-4). For example, E4 argued “there are a lot of diferent 
ways one could put ‘grafti’ in your virtual world” beyond adding 
new AR spam content e.g., manipulating the scale of existing virtual 
content to block critical real-world objects [24] or tricking users 
into thinking virtual objects are physical, assuming that future AR 
devices will have hyper-realistic rendering capabilities. 

9 DISCUSSION 
Our studies around Reframe were encouraging, as they demon-
strated that AR designers with no formal training in S&P can pro-
duce good quality threat analyses and mitigation techniques using 
the system, validated by the S&P experts. Refecting on this research, 
we identifed three opportunities to extend our approach: (1) facili-
tating co-design between designers and S&P experts; (2) bringing 
character-driven threat modeling closer to real-world use cases; 
and (3) supporting additional threat models. 

9.1 Facilitating co-design between novice AR 
designers and S&P experts 

A major goal in designing Reframe was enabling novice AR de-
signers to analyze potential S&P threats on their own. It was en-
couraging that the novice designers often had the right intuition 
when analyzing threats and prototyped good quality mitigation 
techniques, in the opinion of the S&P experts. 

However, our studies demonstrate that there is still a strong 
need for S&P experts in the design pipeline to iterate on designers’ 

threat analysis and mitigation technique proposals. Refecting on 
the role of S&P experts in AR designers’ workfows, E2 expressed 
that Reframe “is already, to a specifc level, good enough to give 
designers insights on what could go wrong.” However, we have 
not yet reached the “point we can consider what the designers 
design with authoring tools are secure & privacy aware.” Where 
all experts saw the most potential for improvement is providing 
granular, rather than binary, S&P controls and further addressing 
complex threats (e.g., considering multiple classes of threats in 
combination, diferent types of inauthentic input and output). 

We fnd it promising that the experts saw value in Reframe for 
facilitating their collaboration with designers. E2 expressed that 
Reframe’s record-and-replay tools are valuable for asynchronously 
iterating on designers’ initial mitigation techniques, stating that 
“it’s amazing to be able to think about threats in such a collaborative 
way.” To broaden Reframe’s support for collaboration, we could 
extend our recording facilities to entire prototyping sessions and 
enable custom recording checkpoints for collaborators to draw each 
other’s attention to specifc design aspects. 

9.2 Aligning character-driven threat modeling 
with real-world use cases 

We designed Reframe as an early-stage prototyping tool with 
built-in threat analysis tools, in order to enable rapid and fexi-
ble exploration of interaction designs and S&P threats in diferent 
contexts. While the experts were positive about the quality of de-
signers’ threat analyses based on the low-fdelity storyboards, they 
anticipated that more realistic depictions of usage environments 
may yield more authentic threats. For example, our current imple-
mentation uses 2.5D environments and does not accurately model 
proxemic interactions between people and physical & virtual con-
tent. Studying threats related to fne-grained proxemic interactions 
(e.g., sensing F-Formations of AR users and bystanders to infer their 
social relationships [5]) may require transitioning to higher-fdelity 
tools that more precisely simulate AR devices’ sensor ranges, users’ 
position and orientation (e.g., Unity MARS). 

Conversely, it is possible for Reframe to depict threats that are 
not probable to occur in real-world usage environments (e.g., par-
ticipants perceived threats of Environment Manipulation to be less 
realistic, as they require adversaries to have advanced knowledge of 
AR tracking capabilities). This actually enables an important step in 
traditional threat modeling [49] of ranking the severity of all threats 
(including both realistic and improbable threats) to prioritize which 
mitigation techniques to implement. As such, we encourage future 
work extending Reframe’s approach to continue supporting more 
unconventional threats while extending support for other threat 
models (discussed further in Sec 9.3). 

To enable brainstorming threats more aligned with authentic 
usage environments, we can imagine extending Reframe to support 
immersive authoring and analysis, similar to prior tools including 
Pronto [28] and RealitySketch [53]. Future work should explore 
how to balance character illustrations to match the realism of the 
environment without losing the room for interpretation which our 
current implementation afords. We also note that an immersive 
authoring mode that requires access to the designer’s environment 
raises its own S&P risks that future work should address. 
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9.3 Extending support for other threat models 
Reframe’s current character-driven analysis tools are designed to 
personify our threat model involving proxemic interactions in AR 
(Sec. 3). Our assisted analysis mode places a focus on adversaries 
who are co-located with the AR user and attack synchronously dur-
ing the usage scenario. As such, the S&P concerns and mitigation 
techniques elicited through Reframe may be limited in their gener-
alizability to other threat models. In this section, we discuss three 
examples of alternate threat models and propose how Reframe 
could be extended to support them. 

Threats carried out remotely or asynchronously. Consider-
ing diferent dimensions of the time/space matrix [21], prior work 
has also studied S&P threats where adversaries operate remotely 
(e.g., remote collaborators learning private information about the 
AR user’s surrounding environment [46]) and asynchronously com-
pared to when the AR usage scenario occurs (e.g., adversaries obtain-
ing access to application data after the user ends the AR session [8]). 
Reframe could be extended to support multiple side-by-side envi-
ronments and illustrate data fows between remote users. 

Threats involving service providers or other AR applica-
tions. Our threat model does not explicitly consider threats where 
the adversary is a service provider (e.g., app developer inferring 
personal information from app data to curate advertisements [32]) 
or other AR apps running in the background (e.g., another AR app 
inserting unwanted content in the active app’s view [23, 25]). These 
threats may require a more technical understanding of the broader 
ecosystem of AR applications, such as network security and oper-
ating system permissions across multiple applications. However, 
future work should investigate how to best represent these concepts 
to designers without narrowing or oversimplifying the technical 
concepts and threats (e.g., how to illustrate a cloud layer). 

Threats involving future AR devices. We based Reframe’s 
authoring tools and threat model on capabilities of current AR de-
vices with set of common interaction techniques (i.e., gesture, voice, 
location-based interaction, and object detection). To an extent, Re-
frame already supports consideration of new sensing capabilities 
and corresponding threats by specifying new characters, analysis 
prompts, and visualizations for AR modalities and interaction tech-
niques (cf. Fig. 3). This may require additional exploration on how 
to efectively represent interaction techniques which are not per-
formed “in-front” of the AR device. For example, exploring threats 
to physical safety with haptic redirection [55]) may need a full-body 
representation of the AR user in frst-person viewing mode. 

9.4 Limitations 
We discuss limitations of our work with regards to (1) generaliz-
ability of our study insights to diferent populations of designers 
and S&P experts; (2) how Reframe’s threat analysis tools compare 
and could be applied to existing AR authoring tools. 

Limitations with the study sample. We studied with masters 
students who had 1 year or less of AR design experience to control 
for expertise. While the opinions and challenges they expressed 
may not be generalizable outside of an academic context, there 
is agreement between our studies and prior work studying with 
professional designers in terms of design challenges [4, 22]. Despite 
studying with only 4 S&P experts, we are encouraged by the fact 

that they agreed on the benefts our system may provide to novice 
AR designers and that it can enable novice AR designers to produce 
threat analyses of good quality. We reduced potential participant 
response bias [9] by having the S&P experts review the novice’s 
usage of the tool against a baseline of their own threat modeling and 
we explicitly asked both groups to discuss limitations of Reframe. 

Generalizability and efectiveness of Reframe’s threat 
analysis features. We developed Reframe as new AR authoring 
tool in order to study how a combination of authoring and threat 
analysis features could promote S&P-minded design. we were con-
cerned that participants might have varying experience with or 
certain opinions of the existing tool. This could pose threats to 
validity when trying to isolate the efects of Reframe’s threat anal-
ysis tools from the existing authoring environment. That said, we 
see potential for Reframe’s approach to be adapted in existing 
tools since some key authoring features are shared (e.g., MRTK pro-
vides a set of profles to specify interactions, Unity MARS supports 
authoring on top of simulation environments). 

The lack of a baseline condition is a common limitation of AR 
tools research, including our work on Reframe. We considered 
conducting a comparative evaluation with prior S&P educational 
methods (e.g., ideation cards [2, 29] or design workbooks [7, 58]). 
However, given key diferences in the threat models (AR-specifc 
threats in Reframe vs. S&P issues broadly) and modality (character-
driven tools embedded within a digital prototyping system vs. phys-
ical instructional materials), this was not a fair comparison. Ulti-
mately, we worked with PhD-level S&P researchers to represent 
the state-of-the-art, asking them to conduct threat modeling on 
novice AR designers’ storyboards without Reframe, then compare 
their work with the designers’ character-driven analysis. While 
this is not a perfect baseline, we fnd it encouraging that in the S&P 
experts’ opinions, the designers produced good-quality threat mod-
eling and mitigation techniques, without having formal training or 
introduction to the underlying threat model. 

10 CONCLUSION 
This paper presented Reframe, an AR storyboarding tool which 
enables designers with limited background in security & privacy 
to analyze potential threats in their design concepts through an 
implicit, character-driven threat modeling approach. Through stud-
ies with novice AR designers and S&P experts, we demonstrated 
that Reframe can assist designers in producing good quality threat 
analyses and mitigation techniques. Designers’ feedback was en-
couraging in that they found value in Reframe’s authoring and 
analysis tools, not only to improve their storyboards with respect 
to S&P, but also to encourage experimentation with a range of in-
teraction techniques. The experts also saw potential in Reframe’s 
record-and-replay tools to facilitate collaboration with AR design-
ers to iterate upon mitigation techniques. Future work could con-
tinue to explore how to efectively incorporate consideration of 
diferent threat models in the AR prototyping process, enable more 
realistic threat analysis through immersive authoring, and explore 
techniques to enhance more standardized AR authoring tools (e.g., 
Unity and Unreal) with S&P guidance. As a fnal thought, we are 
excited about incorporating tools like Reframe into residential and 
online curricula teaching AR design with S&P in mind. 
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A APPENDIX: SUMMARY OF DESIGNERS’ AR PROJECTS 

AR Application Scenario AR Modality Environment Characters Selected for Prototyping Mitigation Techniques 

D1 American sign language education for kids Hand-held AR Home Bystander, Custom 
D2 Connecting remote learners Head-worn AR Home Bystander, Voice Hijacker 
D3 Game for elephant poaching awareness Hand-held AR Home Bystander, Environment Manipulator 
D4 Immersive music player Hand-held AR Park Gesture Hijacker, Grafti Spammer 
D5 Navigation system for lunar missions Head-worn AR Park Bystander, Environment Manipulator 
D6 Kids’ game for connecting and exercising Hand-held AR Home Gesture Hijacker, Voice Hijacker 
D7 Tutorial system for experts & students Head-worn AR Factory Gesture Hijacker, Grafti Spammer 
D8 Domino game for people waiting in queues Hand-held AR Park Gesture Hijacker, Voice Hijacker 

Table 1: Novice AR Designers’ Storyboard Topics. We summarize the AR interaction design projects that novice AR designers 
explored in our user study (Sec. 7), where we assessed the benefts and limitations of Reframe for supporting an implicit 
threat modeling process. The designers explored a variety of AR usage scenarios involving education (D1-2), games and 
entertainment (D3-4, D8), a navigation system for lunar missions (D5), and a tutorial system for physical tasks (D7). Five out of 
eight participants designed for hand-held AR (D1, D3-4, D6, D8) and three designed for head-worn AR (D2, D5, D7). A majority 
of designers utilized the home environment (D1-3, D6), as many projects were aimed at connecting individuals during remote 
activities during the COVID-19 pandemic. In Task 3 of the user study (i.e., prototype mitigation techniques for two Reframe 
characters), the designers selected the following characters (ordered by frequency): Bystander (4), Gesture Hijacker, (4), Voice 
Hijacker (3), Environment Manipulator (2), Grafti Spammer (2). 
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